
HUMIFY
HUMIDIFICADOR

LH HUMIFY will help you to maintain the ideal humidity 
in your home. With its ionising function it will keep 
away humidity and other elements scattered in the air.

Sometimes the high level of humidity in the home can 
lead to various consequences and even affect our well-
being. We are talking about respiratory discomfort, 
dryness of the throat and other problems resulting 
from hot/cold weather.

There are people who use air conditioning and 
climate control to deal with these problems, which 
causes sudden changes in temperature and is not 
recommended and harmful.

The low relative humidity of the environment is a 
factor that increases the risk of such discomfort and 
increases the feeling of tiredness, lack of attention.

At Lufthous® we work to offer the best solution to the 
most daily problems, that is why we have designed 
the new LH HUMIFY humidifier, a unique device, with a 
modern and practical design.

Its main function is to emit water vapour to increase 
the levels of humidity in the air. 

The moisture they release can also relieve common 
winter heating discomforts such as static electricity. 

With its ionising function it will keep away humidity 
and other elements scattered in the air. In addition, LH 
HUMIFY has room temperature or hot air steam, your 
choice, and a practical timer for up to 8 hours.
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Its operation is totally simple and intuitive and easy to clean. It will become an 
indispensable element in your daily life.  

Touch screen

1 - Room temperature steam

2 - Humidistat automatically adjusts humidity

3 - Timer from 1-2-4 and up to 8 hours

4 - Anion generator ionizer

5 - Hot steam

There are several benefits of a home humidifier like LH HUMIFY such as better rest. 
And avoid dryness of the environment and therefore of the skin and complexion.

And as if that were not enough, the furniture in your house: wood and leather will 
benefit from this humidity in the environment.

To a future together. To a better future.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Model  Voltage Frequency Cold 
steam 
power

Hot 
steam 
power 

Capacity Steam 
volume 

Noise  Type  

HUMIFY 100-240V 50/60Hz 55W 55W 5,0L 350mL/h <35dB(A) Clase II

Measurements: 26,9*10,9*29,4 cm.

Approximate weight: 1,84 kg.

Water tank capacity: 5 litres
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